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AM Computing 
May 2007 Session 

Examiners’ Report 
 
 
 

Part 1: Statistical Information  

 
Table 1: Distribution of grades awarded in May 2007 
 
Grade A B C D E F Abs Total 
Number 11 43 69 31 23 38 6 221 
% of Total 5 19.5 31.2 14 10.4 17.2 2.7 100% 

 

Part 2: Comments regarding performance  
 
 
Comments regarding Paper 1 
 
Question 1 
(a) A considerable number of candidates provided correct answers for the difference 

between synchronous and asynchronous transfer of data.     
(b) However, few candidates associated serial transmission mode with asynchronous 

transfer. As a consequence candidates failed to mention start/stop bits and error 
checking bits.   

 
Question 2 
(a) Most candidates have a superficial knowledge of the ring network – they only know 

that messages are transferred from one node to another! They failed to mention the 
token and the insertion of the destination address by the sender.  

(b) This part of the question was however generally answered correctly.      
 
Question 3 
Most candidates (~85%) were able to explain this distinction. Others either had no idea or 
could not put it down in words. Roughly 30% of the candidates failed to provide a valid 
practical example. 
 
Question 4 
A straightforward question, which 75% of students answered correctly. The rest either 
gave no answer at all or attempted to guess.   
 
Question 5 
Very few students got this answer correct (10%) while the greatest majority failed to give 
an answer. 
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Question 6 
This question was concerned with the laws of Boolean algebra and their use to simplify 
Boolean expressions. In general, most students were unable to correctly state the 
requested laws, often confusing the distributive laws with the associative laws or with the 
absorption laws. Consistently, several students were unable to apply the laws of Boolean 
algebra to simplify the given expression. In particular, several candidates apparently did 
not know the tautology laws making such errors as (X+1) = X. 
 
Question 7 
Very few students got this answer correct (10%) while the greatest majority went for the 
three-level schema. It is obvious that students were familiar with the conceptual, logical 
and physical levels while ignoring the Data Dictionary, File Manager, DML, DDL, Query 
language and Security. 
 
Question 8 
Most candidates (~75%) were able to explain the general idea behind system 
maintenance. Only very few candidates (~5%) had no idea what maintenance meant. 
Surprisingly, quite a few candidates extended system maintenance to include hardware 
also – even though software development was in question. Many candidates (~40%) cited 
the types of maintenance they knew of as being simply “hardware” or “software” 
maintenance. Roughly 30% of the candidates failed to provide a valid practical example, 
of these roughly 75% used a hardware repair activity as an example of a software 
maintenance activity. 
 
Question 9 
(a) In general candidates showed that they have sound knowledge of half-duplex and 

full-duplex. The examples provided were, in general, correct.    
(b) A considerable number of candidates answered this part correctly – indicating that 

they are aware of the essentiality of protocols in networking. However few 
candidates succeeded in naming two items which are catered for in a protocol!    

 
Question 10 
Generally, most candidates answered part (a)(i) correctly; several candidates showed that 
they knew the meaning and structure of mantissa-exponent representation, however, a 
number of candidates did not adhere to the normalised floating-point representation 
which makes the best use of the available bit resolution. A number of candidates did not 
represent the decimal integer 10 correctly in octal and hexadecimal representations, with 
the octal representation apparently offering the hardest challenge. 
 
Question 11 
Another straightforward question, that 99% of students got right. This was an easy 
question, but one of great importance. 
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Question 12 
(a) Excluding the few students, this part of the question was generally answered 

correctly. This includes also the examples provided. 
(b) While most candidates know that the input to a compiler is the source code, 

however a considerable number of candidates failed to identify the linker. As a 
consequence the function of the latter was incorrect.   

 
Question 13 
A straightforward question, which 75% of students answered correctly. The rest either 
gave no answer at all or attempted to guess.  
 
Question 14 
The first part of this question was generally answered well, however, several candidates 
failed to recognise and explain that the indexed addressing mode would be the most 
convenient addressing mode for accessing data in arrays. In addition, when explaining the 
operation of the instructions, a number of candidates demonstrated that their concept of 
the microprocessor and computer architecture is defective, particularly because they did 
not distinguish between registers (which are internal to the microprocessor and thus their 
access would not require the use of the external buses) and memory locations (which are 
external to the microprocessor and would thus require the use of external buses to be 
accessed). 
 
Question 15 
(a) Though most candidates are aware of E/BNF, few seem to have heard of syntax 

diagrams/graphs. Most candidates provided the correct definition of a digit. A few 
candidates confused – digit, number, integer!      

(b) In general candidates answered the ‘syntactically correctness’ part of this question 
correctly. However, for some reason or other, some candidates failed to mention the 
semantic correctness of the two sentences provided.     

 
Question 16 
Most candidates defined the term flag register well. Candidates should note that besides 
giving four examples of instructions that make use of the flag register, they were also 
asked to explain (the operation) of the given instructions. 
 
Question 17 
A mixed set of answers were produced for this question, with more than 50% giving a 
good answer. The rest either gave a wrong reply or gave same examples of the same 
command. 
 
Question 18 
A mixed set of answers were produced for this question, with more than 50% giving a 
correct answer. The rest either gave an incorrect answer or gave same examples of the 
same operating system. 
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Question 19 
(a) Few candidates answered this part of the question correctly. Most candidates 

explained what a device driver is, while the question specifically asked for two 
tasks of the driver.  

(b) A considerable number of candidates provided correct responses for ‘handshaking’. 
However common erroneous responses for the bits/flags of the device’s status 
register were zero flag, sign flag, carry flag, etc! 

 
Question 20 
This question was generally well-answered, with most students carelessly losing marks 
due to incorrect filling-in of the Karnaugh map. However, there remains a considerable 
number of candidates who still wrongly attempt to group three adjacent 1’s or six 
adjacent 1’s or two 1’s lying in two diagonal cells; conversely, other candidates do not 
group the largest number of 1’s possible, for example, grouping four adjacent 1’s into 
two groups. Another worrying trait is that shown by some candidates who would group 
the 1’s represented by DCBADCBA ⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅  and label the group as CBA ⋅⋅  rather 

than as CBA ⋅⋅ . 
 
 
Comments regarding Paper 2 
 
Question 1 
(a) Few candidates provided a convincing answer on the meaning of a ‘byte-organised 

memory’. However most candidates provided correct responses to the meaning of a 
‘32-bit word computer’.  
Excluding a few candidates, most respondents showed that they have sound 
knowledge of DRAM and SRAM.  

(b) Most candidates were aware of the type of operations done in the ALU. However 
most failed to associate the program status flags and conditional jump instructions 
with decision making.  
Few candidates provided the full complete steps for a memory-write. Though they 
showed their knowledge of the utility of the appropriate buses and the MDR/MAR, 
they failed to mention the settings of the R/W line and the Ready line. 

(c) In general, candidates demonstrated their awareness on interrupts and the servicing 
of interrupts.  
Very few candidates provided valid reasons to show why interrupts with high speed 
devices are unsuitable. They had superficial knowledge of DMA because they 
failed to provide details of the DMA technique.  
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Question 2 
The majority of students mixed up the concepts of Data structure, standard types and 
abstract types as specified in the syllabus. Notwithstanding this misunderstanding a 
number of students did successfully give a full and correct answer. 
 
Question 3 
The first part of the question was generally answered well, although several candidates 
did not explain the right reasons why it is used and how it is converted to a physical 
address. The second part of the question was also generally answered well, although a 
number of candidates showed a lack of distinction between the microprocessor 
architecture and the computer architecture. On the other hand, most candidates did not 
answer the third part well, where only a few candidates correctly referred to the use of 
software interrupts and vectored interrupts to print a character to screen from an assembly 
language program via the operating system. 
 
Question 4 
(a) In general candidates showed that they have grasped the concept of compilation and 

the stages involved. 
 Though candidates are aware of the contents of the symbol table they failed to 

provide convincing responses to why it is required.  
(b) The drawing of the binary tree for the arithmetic expression and its traversal to 

extract the RPN for the same expression were in generally answered correctly. 
 The same can be said to the evaluation of the expression using the stack. However a 

considerable number of candidates lost marks because they failed to obey the 
BODMAS rules and performed the subtraction before the division.    

 
Question 5 
(a) Virtually all candidates correctly answered the first part with varying degrees of 

insight. Roughly 50% of the candidates correctly identified creativity as mainly an 
analysis activity. The rest identified creativity mainly with system implementation. 
This would indicate that many candidates still incorrectly view system coding as a 
“strategic” decision making phase of system development. Many candidates 
(~80%) replied correctly (to varying degrees) to parts (i), (ii), (iii). 

(b) This part was answered correctly by the vast majority of candidates (between 85% 
and 90%) to varying degrees of accuracy. There was a tendency for confusing 
system testing with system maintenance in general. Those who answered incorrectly 
had either no idea of what they were attempting to say, or were completely out of 
point. 

 General comment: One must remark, that between 35% and 40% of the candidates 
failed to produce any practical examples where explicitly asked to do so. This might 
be indicative of some underlying weakness in linking theoretical/academic 
knowledge to real-world problems/situations. 
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Question 6 
Most candidates answered part (a) well. However, several candidates showed that they 
had an unclear concept of an encoder; this question was clearly referring to a logic 
encoder which converts a group of bits into a different group of bits, thus converting the 
bits from one code into a different, more suitable code. As regards part (c), a number of 
candidates provided very good answers, whereas others, apparently not distinguishing the 
requirements of part (c)(i) from part (c)(ii), answered part (c)(i) with the answer expected 
for part (c)(ii). Several candidates misunderstood the question, in effect designing the 
logic circuit of a decoder rather than a logic circuit which could encode the 5-bit input 
(each bit representing one of the five ticked or non-ticked answers) to a 3-bit output code 
(which is the minimum number of bits for the encoded output to represent the six 
possible input codes, these being the five possible answers and the null code). 
 
Question 7 
A few students chose this question, but the majority did not give a correct answer, 
confusing all other types of files from those specified in the syllabus. Having got the first 
part wrong it was not easy to get the rest correct. 
 
Question 8 
(a) In general candidates provided a number of correct considerations regarding 

security on a network. 
(b) Few candidates know that the OSI model describes the architecture for connecting 

computer networks together. Though most candidates correctly named the seven 
layers, they failed to provide convincing explanations of any two layers. 

(c) A considerable number of candidates had knowledge of data integrity. Most showed 
insecurity when explaining block parity though in general they had sound 
knowledge of single parity and its limitations. Most candidates provided correct 
alternatives such as CRC. 

(d) Though in general candidates recognised the type of modulation from the sketches 
that were provided (with the exception of phased modulation), they failed to 
provide a correct explanation of the meaning of modulation. Some just gave a 
modem as an example and mentioned the conversion of analogue to digital and 
vice-versa. 

 
 
Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
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